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ABSTRACT
Haptic feedback can improve safety and driving behaviour. While
vibration has been widely studied, other haptic modalities have
been neglected. To address this, we present two studies investigat-
ing the use of uni- and bimodal vibrotactile and thermal cues on
the steering wheel. First, notifications with three levels of urgency
were subjectively rated and then identified during simulated driving.
Bimodal feedback showed an increased identification time over uni-
modal vibrotactile cues. Thermal feedback was consistently rated
less urgent, showing its suitability for less time critical notifica-
tions, where vibration would be unnecessarily attention-grabbing.
The second study investigated more complex thermal and bimodal
haptic notifications comprised of two different types of information
(Nature and Importance of incoming message). Results showed that
both modalities could be identified with high recognition rates of
up to 92% for both and up to 99% for a single type, opening up a
novel design space for haptic in-car feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Notifying users through vibration has become an everyday occur-
rence due to its use in smartphones, game controllers and even cars.
Some manufacturers use it as lane departure warning [3], which
∗Main Author
has been shown to be effective even without prior training on the
warning [30] and to have reduced the number of crashes of all
severities by 18% [3]. Tactile cues, additionally, have advantages
over auditory feedback in noisy environments [19] and visual cues
in critical driving scenarios [24]. In multimodal use, combined with
audio and/or visual cues, the addition of tactile warnings decreased
reaction time [10, 18, 24] and improved the driving experience [15].
The number of variations of different vibrotactile warnings is,
however, limited.While the use of Tactons (tactile icons) was shown
to be very effective for the single parameters roughness (recognition
rate of 80%) and rhythm (93%), the recognition dropped to 71% [2]
when these were combined. The addition of a second type of tactile
feedback, using a different perceptual channel to vibration, could
aid the differentiation of stimuli and not only broaden the design
space of tactile feedback, but also increase recognition rates.
Thermal feedback is such a second type of tactile feedback, ad-
dressing other sensory receptors than vibration. Research around
thermal stimulation has increased and its characteristics have been
explored for thermal displays [12, 13] and several use cases [9, 16, 21,
34]. For example, the direction of temperature change (warm/cool)
could be detected with an accuracy of 97.4% [32]. Additionally, ther-
mal feedback can be associated with emotions [1, 17, 20, 29, 33],
a characteristic which could add an implicit meaning to feedback,
for example, increasing or decreasing the feeling of danger or ur-
gency. The interpretation of thermal stimuli is highly dependent
on the exact application, but this natural mapping can have strong
associations. Many cars already have heated steering wheels and
seats, so the concept of temperature changes occurring at those
locations is known to drivers. As humans feel temperature changes
rather than specific discrete temperatures, the feedback itself can
be based on any temperature setting the driver chose for their com-
fort. Furthermore, thermal feedback during driving has already
been investigated for directional information [5–7] with recogni-
tion rates up to 97%. The combination of temperature change and
vibration has not yet been tested in a vehicular environment, where
recognition of notifications becomes a secondary task to the highly
demanding primary task of driving.
Therefore, we designed two experiments to explore the impli-
cations of combining thermal and vibrotactile feedback for in-car
notifications, a purring steering wheel. The first investigated how
the perceived urgency of notifications would be influenced by the
combination, presenting them simultaneously, and how the modal-
ities compare to each other. In the second study, notifications with
two types of information were presented either unimodally with
thermal feedback only or bimodally, combining thermal and vibro-
tactile cues. The main contributions of this research are:
•We show the perceived urgency and identification rates of ther-
mal, vibrotactile and bimodal tactile feedback as secondary task in
a simulated driving scenario;
• We found that thermal feedback was rated as less urgent than
both vibrotactile and bimodal tactile feedback and bimodal tactile
feedback took longer to identify than vibration;
•We found that the association of thermal feedback with certain
information can be stronger than vibration and can be used uni-
and bimodally to convey complex information.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Vibrotactile Feedback in the Car
Research into the use of haptic feedback in cars is plentiful. Several
studies have investigated haptic feedback on the steering wheel
mostly for navigation [4, 15, 22] and lane departure warnings [3, 30].
For example, Ege et al. [8] enhanced auditory navigation cues
with vibration on the steering wheel in noisy environments. They
found that bimodal presentation led to fewer navigation errors and
subjective comments indicated that the perceived level of perfor-
mance was increased in the bimodal condition, as participants felt
reassured by the tactile feedback.
Sadeghian Borojeni et al. [25] used vibration on the steering
wheel to aid drivers of partially autonomous cars after take-overs.
They found that vibration right after the take-over request did not
influence the decision making, but again reassured participants and
decreased their perceived mental workload.
Vibration patterns on the steering wheel for directional cues and
alerts were investigated by Hwang et al. [11], combining spatial
and temporal patterns. They tested different alert durations and
found high recognition rates above 85%, showing that vibrotactile
feedback can be effectively distinguished when presented with
different durations.
Suzuki et al. [30] presented vibration and acoustic alerts for
lane change warnings, without having introduced the feedback to
the participants beforehand. The reaction time with vibrotactile
warnings was highly reduced as compared to audio. When the
feedback was introduced first, audio warnings outperformed haptic
feedback. Nonetheless, this study shows that tactile feedback can
present certain information in a more implicit way than acoustic
signals.
Vibrotactile cues for other warnings during driving have often
been investigated in multimodal settings and not on the steering
wheel. Kaltenberger et al. [14] presented vibration on the seat and
seat belt to influence the driving style towards less CO2 consump-
tion. They showed that the stimuli on the seat belt achieved this
goal without explaining the purpose of the vibration beforehand.
The same result was not seen for the vibration on the seat, show-
ing that the implicit vibrotactile feedback might be influenced by
factors such as location.
Comparing tactile, visual and auditory warnings for rear-end
collision prevention, Scott and Gray [27] found that drivers reacted
faster to vibrotactile than visual warnings. The vibrations were
presented on the waist, simulating a seat belt.
Politis et al. [23] investigatedmultimodal warnings with differing
levels of urgency, combining vibrotactile, audio and visual cues. The
vibration patterns differed in length and number of bursts. They
found that participants reacted faster to more urgent warnings
and also to multimodal ones. Specifically, they found that visual
warnings slowed the response time in critical situations. Their
vibrotactile warning design was adapted for the study presented in
this paper.
This existing research shows that vibrotactile feedback can decrease
perceived mental workload and reaction time in bimodal settings
and can have high recognition rates even when used unimodally.
2.2 Thermal Feedback
The combination of vibrotactile feedback with thermal cues as a
second tactile modality has been explored outside of driving.
Singhal et al. [28] investigated how thermal and vibrotactile
feedback could be distinguished when presented at the same time.
They found that the presentation of vibrotactile sensations can
influence the ability to distinguish thermal patterns. Warm stimuli
where recognised with higher accuracy than cool.
Also combining vibrotactile with thermal feedback, Wilson et
al. [31] investigated emotional associations. The grouping of ther-
mal and vibrotactile stimuli showed that vibration defined the
arousal of the stimulus while thermal influenced the valence: cool
temperatures lead to unpleasant/low valence and warm tempera-
tures to pleasant/high valence associations. These findings suggest
an association of cool temperatures with negative occurrences such
as danger. Another study investigating user interpretations of tem-
perature changes to indicate the level of security of web pages
showed that warmer temperatures were clearly associated with
dangerous pages [35]. These findings seem contradictory and show
that inherent interpretation of thermal feedback is highly depen-
dent on the application.
Salminen et al. [26] investigated the emotional responses to ther-
mal stimuli and found that warmth elevated both dominance and
arousal, suggesting that the addition of warm stimuli to vibration
could elevate the perceived level of urgency of a warning.
In all these experiments the detection of thermal feedback was
the main challenge. During driving, however, the recognition be-
comes a secondary task alongside a highly demanding primary task,
which could influence the recognition further and needs additional
examination.
We, see Di Campli San Vito et al. [5, 6], investigated the use
of thermal feedback for lane change scenarios during driving, in-
dicating the direction of desired lane change by the direction of
temperature change (warm/cold). The recognition rate for thermal
feedback was high, but participants rated it as being more mentally
demanding and frustrating than speech. However, participants in
the study had to drive one-handed, as the thermal feedback was
(a) Steering Wheel of first experi-
ment
(b) SteeringWheel of second exper-
iment
Figure 1: Steering wheels equipped with hardware: Peltier
elements and vibrotactile actuators on each side.
presented only by a single thermal device on a table, which they
touched with their right hand.
In further studies, we investigated thermal feedback on the steer-
ing wheel for navigation [7]. Thermal feedback during driving had
recognition rates up to 97%, but the presentation of warm and cool
stimuli on different hands at the same time led to confusion. In the
experiment presented in this paper the thermal device elements
were also attached to the steering wheel, but both sides showed the
same thermal feedback.
The user studies in this paper were informed by this previous
research. Thermal and vibrotactile feedback were tested individu-
ally and together during simulated driving, with the devices being
attached on the steering wheel, allowing comfortable and stable
driving.
3 APPARATUS
Thermal feedback was given by thermoelectric Peltier devices that
were attached to a heat-sink and mounted on a Logitech G920
Driving Force Racing Wheel, one on the left and one on the right
side. In the first experiment, 1x1cm Peltier devices (Figure 2(b),
upper right) were attached with elastic bandages (see Figure 1(a)),
in the second study 2x2cm devices (Figure 2b, bottom right) were
attached using sport bands (see Figure 1(b)). In both experiments,
they were accompanied by one Haptuator Mark II vibrotactile actu-
ator each (see Figure 2(b), upper right), providing the vibration. The
steering wheel was connected to a Dell XPS Windows laptop, as
were Sennheiser HD 25 Basic Edition headphones and a BENQ DLP
projector. The projected driving scenario was implemented with
OpenDS 3.5 free version1. The participants were seated in a gaming
racing chair. The complete set-up is presented in Figure 2(a).
4 EXPERIMENT 1: DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
URGENCY
4.1 Study Design
The experiment was designed as a 5x3 within-subjects study with
modality (5 levels: Bimodal Warm, Bimodal Cold, Thermal Warm,
Thermal Cold and Vibration) and level of urgency (3 levels: high,
medium and low) as the Independent Variables. The Dependent
1https://opends.dfki.de/ (accessed 20/05/2020)
(a) Set-up of the experiment (b) Peltiers and vi-
brotactile Haptuator
Figure 2: Set-up (a) and hardware (b): Peltiers (golden and
white squares) on the black heat sinks and vibrotactile Hap-
tuator (black bar)
Variables were subjective urgency rating, urgency identification
accuracy, recognition time and subjective feedback.
We hypothesised that the combination of thermal and vibroc-
tactile feedback would increase the perceived urgency of the no-
tifications. Due to the less immediate nature of thermal feedback
in the temperature range we used, its perceived urgency was also
expected to be lower than vibrotactile feedback. As research has
shown that bimodal representations of warnings increased the
recognition rate [8], we expected this to be the case here as well.
However, because thermal feedback takes longer to be detected,
compare [6, 7], the recognition was expected to take longer for
thermal feedback.
The vibrating patterns were adapted from Politis et al. in [23].
They encoded the different levels of urgency into vibration patterns,
adapting the length and number of individual vibrations. Each
stimulus was around 1.5s long and all stimuli were 250Hz. The
urgent notification consisted of eight 0.1s pulses with 0.1s intervals
(see Figure 3(a)), the medium notification had five pulses of 0.17s
with intervals of 0.17s (resulting in a stimuli length of 1.53s, see
Figure 3(b)) and the low urgency notification consisted of two
pulses of 0.5s, with an interval of 0.5s (compare Figure 3(c)). The
thermal feedback was designed to match this overall time frame,
ensuring the initial temperature change could be fulfilled parallel
to the vibration. The highest round number temperature that the
hardware could reach within 1.5s was 4℃ with a rate of change of
3℃/s. We decided on 4℃ rather than 4.5℃ to ensure at least a short
period in which the temperature was kept constant, as literature
has shown that the recognition of thermal warm stimuli without
a period of constant temperature was negatively impacted [5, 6].
The base temperature was set to 30℃, so the highest and lowest
temperatures were 34℃ and 26℃, respectively. These were used for
the urgent notifications. The medium stimuli warmed and cooled
2℃, the low ones 1℃. These temperatures were chosen to ensure
that the urgent cues, the most important one, would be the easiest
to distinguish. As the lower temperature changes were very subtle,
we wanted to explore how well they could be felt and distinguished.
The return to the neutral temperature occurred after 1.5s with a
(a) Vibration High Urgency (b) Vibration Medium Urgency
(c) Vibration Low Urgency (d) Thermal Changes
Figure 3: Vibration Patterns and Thermal Feedback for Ex-
periment 1: solid line for high, dashed line for medium and
dotted line for low urgency notifications. The time axis is
contracted for the time of the return to neutral. The vertical
black line indicates the end of the vibration stimulus.
rate of change of 1℃/s to decrease false positive recognitions at
the return to neutral [5, 6] (compare Figure 3(d)). In the bimodal
conditions, the thermal and vibrotactile notifications started at the
same time. The return to the neutral temperature therefore occurred
when the vibration pattern ended.
4.1.1 Part 1: Subjective Rating. The experiment was divided into
two parts: first, the participants were asked to subjectively rate
the perceived level of urgency of the feedback with a slider, from
values between 0 and 100. The stimuli were not described to the
participants in detail beforehand, they were only told to expect
temperature changes, vibration or a combination of the two. The
participants placed their hands on the steering wheel and moved
the slider left and right by turning the wheel. Small movements in
the corresponding direction steadily and slowly moved the slider,
bigger movements increased the speed. The ratings were submit-
ted when participants pulled either of the gear paddles behind the
steering wheel. Participants were asked to rate 0 if they did not
perceive a stimulus within 5s. As the low and medium urgency
notifications were very subtle and therefore might be missed, this
was introduced to eliminate long pauses and enable filtering of the
missed notifications. The stimuli were presented randomly within
3s after the submission of the previous rating. Each stimulus was
presented 3 times in this task, resulting in 45 stimuli overall. Head-
phones played white noise throughout this part of the experiment,
covering any noise from the vibrotactile actuators.
4.1.2 Part 2: Recognition during driving. The second part of the
study started with an introduction to the different stimuli. Every
notification was shown to the participants twice, with the experi-
menter pointing out the different levels of urgency and making sure
the participant could feel and distinguish all notifications. They
were asked to indicate the level of urgency presented by the stim-
ulus by pressing a button on the steering wheel: the top button
represented urgent notifications, the middle button medium noti-
fications and the lowest button the low notifications. They were
then introduced to the driving task, utilising lane changes to keep
the driver engaged. The lane changes were initiated visually by pre-
senting arrows above the lane the participant should change into.
These arrows appeared on bridges ahead and the participants were
asked to change into the lane before they reached the signs. Be-
tween each lane change, one notification was presented randomly
within a time frame of 3s. The lane changes and the notifications
did not overlap. The stimuli were chosen randomly, as were the
destination lanes. The whole procedure was first explained to the
participants and then followed by a training session with 3 stim-
uli (urgentBimodalCold, mediumThermalWarm, lowVibration) and
lane changes presented to them during driving. The main driving
task followed and consisted again of 45 stimuli, 3 presentations of
each stimulus. The driving was divided into 5 blocks of 9 notifica-
tions each. The participants heard driving noises generated by the
simulator through the headphones throughout driving.
After driving, participants filled in a questionnaire collecting
demographic data and qualitative data on the feedback types. The
study was approved by our institution’s Ethics Committee.
4.2 Participants and Procedure
Eighteen participants (10 female, 8 male) between 19 and 48 years
(Mean=27.56, SD=7.59) completed the experiment. No uncorrected
vision and sensory impairments of the hands were reported. The
driving experience ranged from 0 to 30 years (Mean=8.89, SD=7.47).
The participants rated prior experience with driving simulators
(Median=2), vibrotactile feedback (Median=2) and thermal feedback
(Median=1) on a 5 point Likert scale (1 equalled none, 5 very much
experience).
On arrival, participants were presented with an information
sheet explaining the experiment and were then asked to sign a
consent form. They were seated in the gaming chair and completed
the two parts of the study. At the end of the experiment the par-
ticipants filled in a questionnaire collecting demographic data and
feedback rankings. The study was completed within one hour and
the participants received £6.
4.3 Results
Statistical values of post hoc tests, calculated with Bonferroni correc-
tions, had to be omitted in this paper for the sake of brevity2. Some
results had to be corrected with Greenhouse-Geisser, as sphericity
was violated.
Bimodal and thermal stimuli include both warm and cold stimuli,
if the direction of change is not specifically mentioned.
4.3.1 Subjective Urgency Rating of Part 1. The subjective ratings at
the beginning of the experiment, see Figure 4, were evaluated using
2All statistical results can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5525/gla.researchdata.1054
Figure 4: Subjective Ratings from Part 1, error bars show the
standard error on all graphs.
a repeated measures ANOVA. Urgency was found to have a statisti-
cally significant influence on the subjective rating (F(2,20)=12.56,
p<0.001), as did Modality (F(1.91,19.13)=36.00, p<0.001). However,
as the interaction of the two factors showed significant differences
as well (F(4.20,41.98)=3.65, p=0.01), those will be discussed as they
provide more detailed results. Post hoc tests showed significant dif-
ferences between bimodal and vibrotactile conditions with all low
and medium thermal conditions and UrgentThermalCold. These
thermal cues were rated as less urgent. There were no differences
between bimodal and vibrotactile conditions for any urgency. Ur-
gentThermalWarmwas found to be only significantly different from
bimodal warm cues of all urgencies (rated as less urgent), as well as
low and medium thermal warm cues and LowThermalCold (rated
as more urgent). All stimuli rated 0 (not noticed) were compared
with a repeated measures ANOVA and showed a significant differ-
ence for urgency (F(2,34)=13.21, p<0.001),Modality (F(4,68)= 15.73,
p<0.001) and their interaction (F(8,136)= 6.01, p<0.001). Post hoc
tests for the interaction Bimodal and vibration were significantly
different from low and medium thermal cues of all urgencies. In
addition, UrgentThermalCold was different from vibrotactile cues
of all urgencies, medium and urgent bimodal cues both warm and
cold changes as well as LowBimodalCold and LowThermalCold.
UrgentThermWarm was also different from LowThermalCold, as
well as low and medium thermal warm cues.
4.3.2 Urgency Identification of Part 2. The recognition rates can
be seen in Figure 5. The recognition accuracy of the stimuli in Part
2 was evaluated with a repeated measures ANOVA and showed
no significant differences for Urgency (F(2,34)=2.48, p=0.10), but for
Modality (F(2.04,34.73)=21.41, p<0.001) and the interaction of the
factors (F(3.99,67.74)=3.91, p=0.007 ). Post hoc tests of the interaction
showed significant differences between the urgent thermal cues
and bimodal and vibrotactile cues of all urgencies, where thermal
was recognised correctly less often. For low and medium thermal
cues, there were more differences found for warm temperature
changes than cold. While MediumThermalCold was only found to
be different from urgent bimodal and vibrotactile cues, the warm
counterpart was additionally different from LowBimodalCold, and
medium bimodal and vibrotactile cues. LowThermalCold was only
Figure 5: Urgency Recognition Rates for All Stimuli.
Figure 6: Recognition Time for Urgencies and Modalities.
different from the urgent bimodal cues, while LowThermalWarm
was additionally different from MediumBimodalCod and UrgentVi-
bration. Cold temperature changes were recognised easier than
warm, but less effectively than bimodal or vibrotactile cues. Some
of the thermal stimuli were not rated at all, indicating that partici-
pants had problems distinguishing the urgencies or had problems
feeling the feedback. The number of unrated stimuli was higher for
warm than for cold temperatures and increased with lower urgency.
4.3.3 Recognition Time. The recognition time of the second part
of the experiment was evaluated with a repeated measures ANOVA
and showed statistically significant differences for urgency (F(2,22)=12.33,
p<0.001). Post hoc tests showed significant differences for urgent-
medium as well as urgent-low, but not medium-low. Urgent notifi-
cations were on average recognised 258ms faster than medium and
290ms faster than low notifications.
Modality showed a significant difference F(2.02,22.22) = 18.80,
p<0.001). Post hoc tests showed statistically significant differences
for bimodal-thermalwarm, bimodal-vibration and thermal-vibration,
see Figure 6. Vibrotactile notifications were recognised faster than
any othermodality, while recognition of thermal warm notifications
took the longest.
4.3.4 Subjective Feedback. The evaluation of the questionnaire at
the end of the experiment showed that most participants preferred
the vibrotactile condition (10, compared to 8 who voted for bimodal;
none preferred thermal).
Participants were asked to comment on the reasons for their
preference and most wrote that vibration was easier to distinguish
than the thermal differences. One participant wrote when combined
with vibration, the temperature changes made the overall notification
feel more urgent and this sentiment was shared by 4 others. Overall,
11 participants rated the bimodal condition as the most urgent
feedback type. However, several participants commented on some
uncertainty connected with thermal feedback, while vibrotactile
feedback was described as clear and easy to identify.
When asked which direction of temperature felt more urgent, 12
participants named warm and 5 cold, 1 described both as equally
urgent. Furthermore, 8 participants described warm as more com-
fortable, another 8 cold and 2 found both equally comfortable.
Additionally, participants rated on a 5-point Likert scale (with
the option to rate I don’t know, which was treated as 0 on the scale),
how well they could feel the warm and cool stimuli alone and when
presented with vibration. The additional 0 option was added for
cases in which participants had problems feeling a specific stimulus.
saying that they were not sure whether the warm feeling when
holding the steering wheel was a stimulus or the hand warming
up the steering wheel. The ratings for the bimodal representations
were higher (warm: Median=4.5; cold: Median=4) than for thermal
alone (warm: Median=3; cold: Median=2).
4.4 Discussion
When asked directly which modality felt most urgent in the ques-
tionnaire at the end, most participants chose the bimodal conditions,
however, this was not mirrored in the subjective rating at the be-
ginning of the experiment. While bimodal and vibrotactile cues
showed no difference in perceived urgency, it was quite pronounced
between thermal and all other conditions: thermal was rated con-
sistently less urgent.However, the number of missed stimuli was
quite high, especially for the low urgencies, which showed that
perception of these very subtle temperature changes was difficult.
The urgency identification was better for bimodal and vibrotac-
tile feedback than thermal. It was expected that bimodal cues would
be higher than vibration, but this was not observed.
The evaluation of the recognition times showed that the warm
thermal cues took significantly longer to be identified than bimodal
and vibrotactile ones. However, the cold thermal stimuli were only
significantly slower than vibration and not bimodal stimuli.
Surprisingly, bimodal feedback took longer to be recognised
than vibration. It would seem that the addition of thermal stimuli
slowed the fast response time of vibration. This, in addition to the
high number of missed stimuli for thermal feedback and the fact
that the bimodal condition only slightly increased the perceived
level of urgency, makes this bimodal feedback design unsuitable
for urgent notifications that require fast responses. The thermal
feedback, designed to fit the short times of the notification design
by Politis et al., seemed to be too subtle for effective recognition.
Longer notifications with higher temperature changes might prove
more effective.
Participants did comment on a increased feeling of urgency when
presented with bimodal cues. These results could be beneficial in
designing haptic feedback for grouped notifications: Vibration pat-
terns could, for example, define one aspect (high/low importance)
or the type (message/navigation/fuel alert) of a notification, while
thermal feedback could be used to assign information to those, tak-
ing advantage of the many associations of temperature changes:
personal/work message (warm/cold), change of time to destination
(warm/cold mapped to longer/shorter).Additionally, the consistent
rating of low perceived urgency for thermal feedback qualifies this
feedback type for information which does not need immediate
action and for which vibration is unnecessarily attention-grabbing.
One of the limitations of this prototype is that participants had
to hold the steering wheel at specific locations, which can influence
the comfort of driving. We envision the entirety of the steering
wheel vibrating and changing temperatures for practical future use,
which would overcome this. Furthermore, sensors on the steering
wheel could measure the skin’s temperature and the feedback could
be directly adapted to this as the baseline, which in turn could pos-
itively influence perception and comfort. With this vision in mind,
the second experiment looked into the combination of thermal and
vibrotactile feedback for different types of information.




The second experiment was designed as a 2x2x2 within-subjects
study with Modality (thermal/bimodal (vibrotactile and thermal)),
Importance (high/low) and Nature (personal/work) of message
as the Independent Variables. In both modalities, the Nature of
the message was communicated by the direction of temperature
change (warm for personal / cool for work). The Dependent Vari-
able were recognition rate and subjective feedback, collected with
demographic data in a questionnaire at the end of the experiment.
All thermal stimuli started from a neutral temperature of 30℃
and changed in both directions 6℃ at 3℃/s. Importance in the
thermal only condition (T-Importance) was differentiated by the in-
tensity of the stimulus, a combination of how long the temperature
was presented and how fast it returned to neutral. The different
thermal stimuli were chosen from the set of combinations investi-
gated previously [5, 6]: they all showed recognition rates of over
90%, while false recognitions at the return to the neutral tempera-
tures were under 10%. The high importance thermal notification
was presented for 3s and then returned to the neutral temperature
slowly by changing the temperature 1℃ at a rate of 1℃/s, then
holding this temperature for 1s before changing again. This pro-
cess was repeated until the neutral temperature was reached (see
Figure 7, solid line). The low importance thermal stimulus returned
to the neutral temperature directly at 1℃/s, see Figure 7 dotted line.
The thermal part of the bimodal notification is presented by the
dashed line in Figure 7: the temperature was kept for 3s before
returning to the neutral temperature at 1℃/s. The two vibration
patterns encoding Importance (V-Importance) in the bimodal condi-
tion were adopted from Experiment 1: the low urgency pattern (see
Figure 3(c)) was used for the low importance notifications, while the
high urgency pattern (Figure 3(a)) encoded high importance. Ample
research has investigated aspects of vibrotactile feedback to convey
Figure 7: Thermal Changes of Experiment 2: solid line for
high importance thermal stimuli; dotted line for low impor-
tance thermal stimuli; dashed line for thermal part of bi-
modal stimuli. The time axis is contracted for the time of
the return to neutral. The vertical black line indicates the
end of the vibration stimulus.
multi-levelled information (i.e. Tactons [2]), therefore, we excluded
vibration only cues and focused on novel thermal feedback.
We hypothesised the recognition rate for bimodal stimuli to be
higher, as vibration is more attention-grabbing and widely used.
As the stimuli were chosen based on their high recognition rates
and low rates of false positives, a similar result was expected for
the thermal feedback in this experiment.
The driving scenario was similar to the one adopted in Exper-
iment 1. Participants were asked to change lanes when indicated
by the arrows on the bridges and the stimuli were presented be-
tween the changes. The 8 different stimuli as combinations from
the Independent Variables were presented 5 times each. In contrast
to Experiment 1, five lane changes without any stimuli present
were introduced, so participants would feel confident about not
feeling a stimulus and would not feel pressured into reporting any-
thing when they were unsure. This resulted in 45 lane changes
overall with 40 presented stimuli. These were chosen randomly
during driving and presented in five driving blocks of 9 changes
each. Participants orally reported the importance and nature of the
notifications to the experimenter. This ensured that the hands were
kept on the devices throughout the experiment and the driving
was not influenced by the button pressing process, but as a result
recognition times could not be extracted. The study design was
approved by our institution’s Ethics Committee.
5.2 Participants and Procedure
Eighteen newly recruited participants (8 male, 9 female, 1 non-
binary) between 18 and 36 years (Mean=25.72, SD=4.93) completed
the study. All reported at least corrected vision and no sensory
impairments in their hands. Their driving experience ranged be-
tween 0.5 and 18 years (Mean=6.33, SD=4.80) and they reported
prior experience with driving simulators (Median=2), vibrotactile
(Median=2) and thermal (Median=1) feedback on a 5-point Likert
scale as in the previous experiment.
Participants were presented with the information sheet, followed
by a consent form to sign. The participants then started the experi-
ment. At the end, participants filled in a questionnaire capturing
Figure 8: Recognition rates forNature, Importance and both.
demographic data and ratings. The study was completed in under
an hour and participants were paid by a £10 Amazon voucher.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Recognition Rate. The low importance personal thermal no-
tification (the short warm thermal only stimulus) had the lowest
recognition rate (between 60 and 63% for all factors). Apart from
this stimulus, the rates for Nature (warm/cold) (Figure 8 left side)
were between 91 and 99% and consistently higher than Importance
(vibration patterns / lengths of thermal stimuli) (Figure 8 middle,
between 86 and 93%) and both combined (Figure 8 right, between
86 and 92%). Recognition was evaluated using repeated measures
ANOVA. Results can be seen in Table 1 and show significant results
for the factors Importance and Nature and all interactions between
factors, but not Modality.
Table 1: Repeatedmeasures ANOVA results for Recognition.
Statisic p
Importance F(1,17)=17.94 < 0.001
Nature F(1,17)=6.60 0.020
Modality F(1,17)=0.44 0.514
Importance * Nature F(1,17)=15.72 0.001
Importance * Modality F(1,17)=18.30 < 0.001
Nature * Modality F(1,17)=7.61 0.013
Import * Nature * Modal F(1,17)=8.67 0.009
Post hoc tests for the interaction of all factors showed that the
low importance personal thermal notification was significantly
different from all other stimuli. There was no significant differ-
ence found between any of the other stimuli. The interactions of
Importance and Nature showed that low importance personal noti-
fications were significantly worse than low importance work, high
importance personal and high importance work. Low importance
thermal feedback was also statistically significantly different from
high importance thermal feedback, and personal thermal feedback
from work thermal feedback.
5.3.2 Subjective Feedback. Participants rated how well they could
differentiate the components of the stimuli on a 5-point Likert scale:
direction of temperature change (Nature) (Median=4), vibration pat-
terns (V-Importance) (Median=5) and lengths of thermal stimuli
(T-Importance) (Median=3). Friedman’s ANOVA showed significant
differences (𝜒2(2) = 27.75, p < 0.001). Post hoc tests showed statisti-
cally significant results for T-Importance - Nature and V-Importance
- T-Importance, but not between Nature - V-Importance. Partici-
pants preferred bimodal to thermal feedback. P05 wrote that it was
easier to identify the bimodal prompts. P03 agreed, but added: Al-
though I would say that I felt like I could identify all the bimodal
stimuli equally. P08 pointed out a common sentiment among some
participants: with vibration it was less likely to think I had received
a message when I hadn’t. Some participants mixed up the two vi-
bration patterns, P11 commented on this: The vibration pattern for
low importance seems more urgent than high importance to me. The
high importance one is just like a normal phone notification.
5.4 Discussion
The low importance personal thermal stimulus was rated and recog-
nised significantly worse than the other stimuli. Comments made
by the participants suggest that they had problems distinguish-
ing between a short warm thermal cue and their hands getting
warm from holding the steering wheel. However, no warm stimu-
lus was reported when none was presented, suggesting that while
some stimuli were not reported because of uncertainty, the natu-
ral warming of the hand during driving did not elicit additional
recognitions. This negates one of the most often named concerns
regarding thermal feedback on the steering wheel.
When comparing recognition rates, high importance work ther-
mal had the highest recognition rate (92%). Recognition of Impor-
tance in bimodal stimuli might have been influenced by participants
mixing up the two vibration patterns, as suggested in participants’
comments. Enabling drivers to choose or create vibration patterns,
as is possible for most mobile devices, could increase the recognition
rates for bimodal stimuli. The factor Nature had recognition rates
over 90% (low importance personal thermal stimuli excluded), the
highest being the low importance work bimodal with 99%. The map-
ping of warm to personal and cold to work seems to have elicited
a clearer association than the vibration patterns. In addition, the
recognition of cold stimuli seems to have been aided by the few
longer bursts of vibration of the low importance vibration pattern,
as opposed to the many short bursts of the high importance one.
Both bimodal and thermal stimuli, apart from the low importance
personal thermal one, were recognised and distinguished equally
easily during driving, with high recognition rates for both factors
individually and in combination, showing that complex informa-
tion can successfully be presented with thermal and bimodal tactile
feedback during driving. These results promise to be a solid foun-
dation for a rich and diverse design space for in-car notifications
with different types of information.
6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents two studies investigating novel thermal and
vibrotactile feedback on the steering wheel during driving. Par-
ticipants showed high accuracy when classifying vibrotactile and
thermal feedback for incoming messages for all but one stimulus.
Unimodal thermal and bimodal thermal and vibrotactile notifica-
tions for three levels of urgency were recognised better for bimodal
and vibrotactile than for thermal feedback alone. However, there
was no difference between bimodal and vibration, suggesting that
the vibration was the main cause for the correct recognition. The
recognition time for bimodal notifications was significantly longer
than for vibrotactile ones. This would suggest that participants did
recognise the thermal changes and reacted to them, which influ-
enced the recognition time. The high number of missed thermal
stimuli in the first experiment suggests that thermal stimuli design
has to be improved for thermal only notifications. Thermal stimuli
were rated as less urgent than vibrotactile and bimodal notifications.
When asked directly, which modality felt more urgent, participants
chose bimodal, yet this rating was not mirrored by the subjective
rating of the stimuli.
These findings suggest that the addition of thermal to vibrotactile
feedback for time sensitive notifications is not suitable. However,
haptic feedback for notifications of not time-sensitive information
seems to be promising. Our second study showed promising re-
sults for both unimodal thermal and bimodal haptic feedback for
identification of incoming messages, a task which does not require
immediate attention. High recognition rates for two presented types
of information encoded in the cues show that thermal feedback,
alone or in addition to vibration, can be successfully used to convey
more complex information during driving. The relation of personal
to warm andwork to cool temperatures was consistently recognised
with high accuracy. The cool temperature changes were more often
recognised correctly in regard to both Nature and Importance com-
bined, resulting in the highest recognition rate of 92%. The highest
recognition accuracy overall was achieved for the factor Nature,
where the low urgency work (cool) bimodal stimulus reached 99%.
There are many potential applications for these cues. Uni- or bi-
modal haptic notifications could inform drivers about the status
of the car, indicating low air pressure in the wheels or reminding
the driver to check the oil. Cooling of the steering wheel could
indicate that the outside temperature has fallen beneath 4℃ and
dangerous road conditions could occur, warming could point out
that the handbrake has not been disengaged properly. Currently all
those notifications are given by easily overlooked small visual icons,
overloading the already heavily engaged visual channel. In future
cars, steering wheels could be designed to present tactile feedback
all over its surface and adapt the feedback according to the settings.
Engaging haptic sensations instead of adding more information
visually surely will result in safer and more comfortable driving.
Results of these studies clearly show that thermal feedback, in
combination with vibrotactile feedback or by itself, provides a valu-
able design space for non-urgent notifications in cars. Thermal
feedback is unique in its way of providing inherent associations to
feedback and this advantage could increase the driving experience
immensely.
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